New Neon Clocks

Here’s another must have for the garage. These clocks come in three distinctive designs encased in a chrome plated art deco bezel. They measure 14.75 inches in diameter and are 2.5 inches thick. The neon light has an on-off switch and runs on 120V, 8.3W AC adapter (included) and the clock requires 1 AAA battery (not included).

Mugs, Shot Glasses and Tall Bar Glasses

SO-CAL Mugs
A. #001-93206 Oval Logo white mug: $6.95 ea.
B. #001-93193 Oval Logo red mug: $6.95 ea.
C. #001-93192 Oil Can Piston mug: $6.95 ea.
D. #001-93195 Power Piston mug: $6.95 ea.
E. #001-93213 Coupe mug: $6.95
F. #001-93203 Howlin Gasklin mug: $6.95 ea.
G. #001-93220 Shine Blue mug: $6.95
H. #001-93214 Shine Tiki mug: $6.95

SO-CAL Shot Glasses
A. #001-93207 Wolf shot glass: $3.95 ea.
B. #001-93215 Deuce shot glass: $3.95 ea.
C. #001-93268 Service shot glass: $3.95 ea.
D. #001-93209 Shine Stroker shot glass: $3.95 ea.
E. #001-93216 Shine Tiki shot glass: $3.95 ea.

Leather Coasters
#001-93191 Set of 4: $12.95 set

Tall 16oz. Bar Glasses
A. #SOC-93221 SO-CAL Service bar glass: $7.95 ea.
B. #SOC-93223 SO-CAL Wolf bar glass: $7.95 ea.
C. #SOC-93222 Shine Stroker bar glass: $7.95 ea.